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Abstract. Solar dark mottles support the propagation of magnetohydrody-
namic (MHD) waves in solar chromosphere, transition region (TR), and lower
corona. We study the conditions for onset of Kelvin–Helmholtz (KH) instabil-
ity in mottles by modeling them as moving untwisted or twisted magnetic flux
tubes. The magnetic field twist is characterized by the ratio of azimuthal to the
axial magnetic field components evaluated at the flux tube radius. The numerical
studies of appropriate dispersion relations of MHD modes propagating in axial
direction show that the KH instability can only occur in twisted tubes for MHD
waves with high negative azimuthal mode numbers. It is found that the instabil-
ity arises at sub-Alfvénic critical flow velocities in the range of 21–31 km s−1

that are generally accessible for dark mottles.

PACS codes: 94.20.wf, 96.60.Na, 96.60.qf, 96.60.Xy

1 Introduction

Chromospheric fine-scale structures, such as limb spicules, on-disk mottles, and
dynamic fibrils are among the most popular objects for study in solar physics
today. These jet-like plasma features formed near the network boundaries can
protrude into the transition region and the low corona (see, e.g., Beckers [1, 2],
Sterling [3], De Pontieu and Erdélyi [4]), and act as conduits for channeling
energy and mass from the solar photosphere into the upper solar atmosphere and
the solar wind (De Pontieu et al. [5], De Pontieu and Erdélyi [4], Morton [6]).

Dark mottles are commonly observed in the quiescent solar chromosphere. They
are small-scale jet-like features of relatively cool and dense material located
at the boundaries of supergranular cells, ejected from the lower chromosphere
at speeds of about 10–30 km s−1 (see Tsiropoula and Tziotziou [7], Rouppe
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van der Voort et al. [8]). Mottles are often considered as the disk represen-
tation/counterpart of chromospheric spicules (Hansteen et al. [9]; Rouppe van
der Voort et al. [10]). Mottles form into two kind of groups, namely rosettes and
chains. They have lengths between 5′′–10′′, widths smaller than 1′′ and lifetimes
of the order of 13–14 minutes (Bratsolis et al. [11]). Dark mottles have tempera-
tures between 7000 K and 15 000 K, electron densities of 4×1010–1×1011 cm−3

and gas pressure of the order of 0.2 dyn cm−2. According to Beckers [12] the to-
tal number of mottles on the solar surface is estimated to be equal to 4×105. The
exact nature of mottles remains the subject of an ongoing debate, with the major-
ity of solar researchers agreeing that mottles and spicules are related, in the sense
that they have similar temperatures, density profiles, widths, lengths, and life-
times (Tsiropoula and Schmieder [13], Zachariadis et al. [14]). Along with the
widely accepted conception that the magnetic reconnection is the main driving
mechanism of these structures, there exists an alternative suggestion that at least
part of the quiet-Sun mottles are driven by magnetoacoustic shocks (Rouppe van
der Voort et al. [8]). Chromospheric small-scale jet-like structures, such as mot-
tles, spicules, and fibrils, play an important role in the mass balance of the solar
atmosphere. It is estimated that only a small percentage of the mass outflow
provided by mottles is sufficient to compensate for the coronal mass loss due to
the solar wind [7].

Physical parameters of mottles were studied using various instrumentations
over past four decades (see, e.g., Bray [15], Tsiropoula and Schmieder [13],
Tsiropoula et al. [16], Tziotziou et al. [17], Tsiropoula and Tziotziou [7],
Bostancı and Al Erdoğan [18], Bostancı [19]). An overview of the most im-
portant studies on the origin of mottles and their physical parameters the reader
can find in the review paper of Tsiropoula et al. [20].

The highly dynamic photosphere can excite magnetohydrodynamic (MHD)
waves which can propagate into the chromosphere and corona (Erdélyi [21]).
Possible excitation mechanisms for the waves include granular buffeting, global
oscillations, and reconnection events (Roberts [22], Spruit [23], Hollweg [24],
Hasan and Kalkofen [25], De Pontieu et al. [5], He et al. [26]). Recent ground-
based and space-borne observations have shown a plethora of waves and oscil-
lations in spicules, mottles, and fibrils (Kukhianidze et al. [27], Zaqarashvili et
al. [28], De Pontieu et al. [29], He et al. [30], Zaqarashvili and Erdélyi [31],
Okamoto and de Pontieu [32], Kuridze et al. [33], Morton et al. [6], Math-
ioudakis et al. [34]). These oscillations are usually observed as periodic trans-
verse displacements (Zaqarashvili and Erdélyi [31], Okamoto and De Pontieu
[32], Pietarila et al. [35], Kuridze et al. [33, 36], Morton et al. [6], Bostancı et
al. [37]). The observations support the idea that the chromospheric fine struc-
tures can be modeled as thin, overdense magnetic flux tubes that are waveguides
for the transverse oscillations with periods that have an observational upper
bound limited by their finite visible lifetime. This is also supported by three-
dimensional numerical modeling of the chromosphere (Leenaarts et al. [38]).
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In this regard, the observed transverse oscillations have been interpreted as fast
kink MHD waves (Spruit [39], Erdélyi and Fedun [40]). Spicules and mottles
are typically short-lived features, with lifetimes of the order of typical wave peri-
ods. The observed waves also appear to propagate with phase velocities close to
the local Alfvén speed. Mottles and spicules have typical lengths of 4–7.5 Mm,
so waves propagate along the mottle in only 60–100 s.

One important issue associated with chromospheric jets like mottles, spicules,
and dynamic fibrils is that the MHD transverse waves propagating along a jet
can become unstable and the instability that arise is of the Kelvin–Helmholtz
(KH) kind. It is well-known that KH instabilities occur when two fluids of dif-
ferent densities or different speeds flow onto each other. In the solar atmosphere,
which is made of a very hot and practically fully ionized plasma, the two flows
come from an expanse of plasma erupting off the Sun’s surface as it passes by
plasma that is not erupting. The difference in flow speeds and densities across
this boundary sparks the instability that builds into the waves. When the insta-
bility reaches its nonlinear stage, vortices might form, reconnection might be
initiated and plasma structures might detach. Note, however, that except the ex-
istence of a longitudinal velocity shear, leading to a KH instability, we can also
have transverse velocity shear initiating this instability. Ofman et al. [41], in
numerically studying the coronal heating by the resonant absorption of Alfvén
waves in an inhomogeneous slab, have shown that a shear Alfvén wave can trig-
ger a KH instability and its onset depends on the phase shift between azimuthal
velocity and magnetic field perturbations. Transverse oscillations in flowing
prominence threads and fine strand-like structures in the solar corona can lead
to KH instabilities that deform the cross-sectional area of loops (Terradas et
al. [42], Antolin et al. [43]). KH instabilities can also trigger Alfvén wave turbu-
lence leading to an effective heating of the chromosphere and corona (see, e.g.,
van Ballegooijen et al. [44], Asgari-Targhi and van Ballegooijen [45]). A very
good exploration of KH instabilities in the solar atmosphere in view of their in-
terpretation from observations can be found in Taroyan and Ruderman [46]. An
extensive review of the recent studies on KH instabilities in solar jets and their
(instabilities) modeling is given in Zhelyazkov [47]. The primary aim of our
study is to establish whether MHD waves traveling along dark mottles’ jets can
become unstable within their velocity range of 10–30 km s−1. In the follow-
ing Sect. 2, we will build up simplified models for the mottles and derive the
MHD wave dispersion relations. In Sect. 3 we will numerically analyze the de-
pendence of the linear/threshold KH instability on relevant physical parameters
of the dark mottles and their environment. The final, Sect. 4, summarizes the
results derived in this paper.
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2 Mottles Models, Basic Parameters, and Governing Equations

We explore the dark mottles in the chromospheric network observed by Bostancı
[19] using two dimensional spectroscopic observations in Hα obtained with the
Göttingen Fabry–Perot Spectrometer in the Vacuum Tower Telescope at the Ob-
servatory del Teide, Tenerife. Cloud modeling was applied by her to measure
the mottles optical thickness, source function, Doppler width, and line of sight
velocity. Using these measurements, the number density of hydrogen atoms in
levels 1 and 2, total particle density, electron density, temperature, gas pressure,
and mass density parameters were determined with the method of Tsiropoula and
Schmieder [13]. We note that similar values of those quantities were obtained
by Tsiropoula and Tziotziou [7] observing a 150′′ × 120′′ solar region in the
Hα line with the Multichannel Subtractive Double Pass spectrograph mounted
on the French-Italian telescope THEMIS (Tenerife, Canary Islands) from 10:07
UT to 11:02 UT on May 14, 2000 with a time cadence of ∼40.5 s. Bostancı and
Al Erdoğan [18] presented chromospheric cloud modeling on the basis of Hα
profile-sampling images (over a sizable two-dimensional field of view encom-
passing quiet-Sun network) taken by Cauzzi et al. [48] with the Interferometric
Bidimensional Spectrometer at the Dunn Solar Telescope. The values of mot-
tles’s parameters derived by Bostancı and Al Erdoğan [18] are very close to those
of Tsiropoula and Tziotziou [7].

We need for our modeling at least the electron density and temperature inside a
mottle’s jet – those values taken from Table 2 in Bostancı [19] are ni = 7.0 ×
1010 cm−3 and Ti = 12 000 K, respectively. Bearing in mind that the main body
of the mottle is positioned at the TR/quiet lower corona region, we assume that
its (mottle’s) magnetic field is Bi = 4 G (Tsiropoula and Tziotziou [7] suggest
4.1 G); our choice for the environment’s electron density and temperature are
correspondingly ne = 5.0 × 109 cm−3 and Te = 630 000 K. Then Alfvén and
sound speeds inside the jets are vAi

∼= 33 km s−1 (more exactly, 32.96 km s−1)
and csi ∼= 13 km s−1 (recall that the mottles are dense and cool chromospheric
plasma flows). The sound speed of surrounding plasma is cse ∼= 93 km s−1. At
a density contrast η = ρe/ρi = 0.0714, the pressure balance equation (equal
sums of thermal and magnetic pressures in both media) yields an Alfvén speed
vAe = 87 km s−1, or equivalently a magnetic field Be

∼= 2.8 G. Thus we have a
mottle with electron density of ∼1011 cm−3 in a weaker (or null) magnetic field
environment as is usually anticipated for the chromospheric dark mottles.

We model solar dark mottles as vertically moving magnetic flux tubes (Fig-
ure 1) because they are usually observed as well-defined on-disk features (see
the left panel in Figure 2 of Kuridze et al. [36]). Up to now spicules, mottles,
and dynamic fibrils were considered as untwisted flux tubes, but the very re-
cent high-resolution (0.33-arc second) observations performed by De Pontieu et
al. [49] with NASA’s Interface Region Imaging Spectrograph (IRIS; De Pon-
tieu et al. [50]) reveal a chromosphere and TR that are replete with twist or
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Figure 1. Equilibrium magnetic field geometries of a cool solar dark mottle. Picture
credit to: R. Erdélyi and V. Fedun [52].

torsional motions on sub-arc second scales, occurring in active regions, quiet
Sun regions, and coronal holes alike. They coordinated observations with the
Swedish 1-meter Solar Telescope (SST) to quantify these twisting motions and
their association with rapid heating to at least TR temperatures. Thus, along-
side untwisted magnetic flux tubes, we can also depict the mottles as weakly
twisted tubes. In Figure 1, Bi and ρi are the equilibrium magnetic field and
plasma density inside the tube of radius a (equal to the half-width ∆`/2 of the
mottle), while Be and ρe are the corresponding quantities in the mottle’s en-
vironment. Our frame of reference is attached to the TR/coronal plasma that
implies that v0 is the relative jet velocity with respect to its environment. In our
cylindrical coordinate system (r, ϕ, z) the magnetic field of a twisted tube has
the following form: Bi = (0, Biϕ(r), Biz(r)), and the flow profile inside the
tube is v0 = (0, 0, v0). In general, v0 can be a function of r, but we consider the
simplest homogeneous case. The twist of Bi is characterized by the parameter
ε = Biϕ/Biz , where Biϕ is evaluated at the inner surface of the tube. The un-
perturbed magnetic field Bi and the pressure pi satisfy the equilibrium condition
in the radial direction

d

dr

(
pi +

B2
i

2µ

)
= −

B2
iϕ

µr
, (1)

where, Bi(r) =
(
B2

iϕ +B2
iz

)1/2
denotes the strength of the equilibrium mag-

netic field, and µ is the magnetic permeability. We note that in Eq. (1) the total
(thermal plus magnetic) pressure gradient is balanced by the tension force (the
right-hand side of Eq. (1)) in the twisted field. We consider the special case of an
equilibrium with uniform twist, for which Biϕ(r)/rBiz(r) is a constant. Thus
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the background magnetic field is assumed to be

B0(r) =

{
(0, Ar,Biz) for r 6 a,
(0, 0, Be) for r > a,

(2)

where A, Biz , and Be are constant. In the case of an untwisted mottle, the twist
parameter ε = Aa/Biz = 0 and magnetic field lines are straight lines as those
of the environment’s magnetic field Be.

In cylindrical coordinates, r, ϕ, z, the equilibrium physical variables are func-
tions of the radial coordinate r only. Then, the perturbed quantities can be
Fourier-analyzed with respect to the ignorable coordinates ϕ and z and time
t and put proportional to exp[−i(ωt − mϕ − kzz)]. We can eliminate all but
two of the perturbed variables (the perturbed total pressure ptot and the radial
component ξr of the Lagrangian displacement ξ) to get the following governing
equations [51]:

D
d

dr
(rξr) = C1rξr − C2rptot, (3)

D
dptot
dr

= C3ξr − C1ptot. (4)

The coefficient functionsD,C1, C2, andC3 depend on the equilibrium variables
ρ0, B0, v0 and on the Doppler-shifted frequency Ω = ω−k ·v0. In Erdélyi and
Fedun [52] notation, these coefficient functions are as follows:

D = ρ0
(
Ω2 − ω2

A

)
C4, (5)

C1 =
2B0ϕ

µr

(
Ω4B0ϕ −

m

r
fBC4

)
, (6)

C2 = Ω4 −
(
k2z +

m2

r2

)
C4, (7)

C3 = ρ0D

[
Ω2 − ω2

A +
2B0ϕ

µρ0

d

dr

(
B0ϕ

r

)]

+ 4Ω4

(
B2

0ϕ

µr

)2

− ρ0C4

4B2
0ϕ

µr2
ω2
A, (8)

where
C4 =

(
c2s + c2A

) (
Ω2 − ω2

c

)
, (9)

and

fB =
m

r
B0ϕ + kzB0z, ω2

A =
f2B
µρ0

, ω2
c =

c2s
c2s + c2A

ω2
A.

Here ωA is the Alfvén frequency and ωc is the cusp frequency; the other notation
is standard.
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After eliminating ξr, the set of Eqs. (3) and (4) can be rewritten in the form of
a well known second-order ordinary differential equation (Hain and Lüst [53],
Goedbloed [54], Sakurai et al. [55])

d2ptot
dr2

+

[
C3

rD

d

dr

(
rD

C3

)]
dptot
dr

+

[
C3

rD

d

dr

(
rC1

C3

)
+

1

D2

(
C2C3 − C2

1

)]
ptot = 0. (10)

Having obtained the solutions to Eq. (10) in both media, and finding the corre-
sponding expressions for ξr, we can merge these solutions through appropriate
boundary conditions at the interface r = a and derive the dispersion relation of
the normal modes propagating along the magnetic flux tube.

2.1 Dispersion relation of MHD Waves on an untwisted flux tube

For an untwisted magnetic flux tube the coefficient C1 = 0 and C3 =
ρ0D

(
Ω2 − ω2

A

)
; then Eq. (10) takes the form

d2ptot
dr2

+
1

r

dptot
dr
−
(
m2

0 +
m2

r2

)
ptot = 0, (11)

where

m2
0 = −

(
Ω2 − k2zc2s

) (
Ω2 − k2zv2A

)
(c2s + v2A) (Ω2 − ω2

c )
. (12)

The cusp frequency, ωc, is usually expressed via the so called tube speed, cT,
notably ωc = kzcT, where (Edwin and Roberts [56])

cT =
csvA√
c2s + v2A

with cs = (γp0/ρ0)1/2 and vA = B0/
√
µρ0.

In the expression of sound speed, cs, γ is the adiabatic index. The solutions
for ptot can be written in terms of modified Bessel functions: Im(m0ir) inside
the jet and Km(m0er) in its environment. By expressing the Lagrangian dis-
placements in both media via the derivatives of corresponding Bessel functions
and applying the boundary conditions for continuity of ptot and ξr across the
interface, r = a, one obtains the dispersion relation of normal MHD modes
propagating in a flowing compressible jet surrounded by a static compressible
plasma (Terra-Homen et al. [57], Nakariakov [58], Zhelyazkov [59])

ρe
ρi

(
ω2 − k2zv2Ae

)
m0i

I ′m(m0ia)

Im(m0ia)

−
[
(ω − k · v0)

2 − k2zv2Ai

]
m0e

K ′m(m0ea)

Km(m0ea)
= 0. (13)
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It is clearly seen that the wave frequency is Doppler-shifted inside the jet. We
recall that for the kink mode (m = 1) one defines the kink speed [56]

ck =

(
ρiv

2
Ai + ρev

2
Ae

ρi + ρe

)1/2

=

(
v2Ai + (ρe/ρi)v

2
Ae

1 + ρe/ρi

)1/2

, (14)

which is independent of sound speeds and characterizes the propagation of trans-
verse perturbations.

2.2 Dispersion relation of MHD waves on a twisted flux tube

In studying MHD wave propagation in a twisted magnetic flux tube embedded in
untwisted magnetized environment we will treat both media as incompressible
plasmas. In that case, the coefficients functions D, C1–3 take the forms

D = ρ0
(
Ω2 − ω2

A

)
, C1 = −2mB0ϕ

µr2

(m
r
B0ϕ + kzB0z

)
,

C2 = −
(
m2

r2
+ k2z

)
,

C3 = D2 +D
2B0ϕ

µ

d

dr

(
B0ϕ

r

)
−

4B2
0ϕ

µr2
ρ0ω

2
A.

The solution to Eq. (10) inside the tube bounded at the tube axis is (see Za-
qarashvili et al. [60])

ptot(r 6 a) = αiIm(κir), (15)

where Im is the modified Bessel function of orderm and αi is a constant. Trans-
verse displacement can be written using Eq. (3) as

ξir =
αi

r

{ (
Ω2 − ω2

Ai

)
κirI

′
m(κir)

ρi (Ω2 − ω2
Ai)

2 − 4A2ω2
Ai/µ

−
2mAωAiIm(κir)/

√
µρi

ρi (Ω2 − ω2
Ai)

2 − 4A2ω2
Ai/µ

}
, (16)

where the attenuation coefficient κi and Alfvén frequency ωAi (with Biϕ = Ar)
are given by

κi = kz

[
1− 4A2ω2

Ai/µρi
(
Ω2 − ω2

Ai

)2]1/2
, (17)

ωAi =
mA+ kzBiz√

µρi
, (18)

and prime sign means a differentiation by the Bessel function argument.
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The solution to Eq. (10) outside the flux tube bounded at infinity is

ptot(r > a) = αeKm(kzr), (19)

where Km is the modified Bessel function of order m and αe is a constant.
Transverse displacement can be written as

ξer =
αe

r

kzrK
′
m(kzr)

ρe (ω2 − ω2
Ae)

, (20)

where, as before, the prime sign means a differentiation by the Bessel function
argument, and the local Alfvén frequency is

ωAe =
kzBe√
µρe

= kzvAe. (21)

Here, vAe = Be/
√
µρe is the Alfvén speed in the tube environment.

The boundary conditions which merge the solutions inside and outside the
twisted magnetic flux tube are the continuity of the radial component of the
Lagrangian displacement

ξir|r=a = ξer|r=a (22)

and the total pressure perturbation (Bennett et al. [61])

ptot i −
B2

iϕ

µa
ξir

∣∣∣∣∣
r=a

= ptot e|r=a, (23)

where total pressure perturbations ptot i and ptot e are given by Eqs. (15) and
(19), respectively. Applying these boundary condition, after some algebra we
finally derive the dispersion relation of the normal MHD modes propagating
along a twisted magnetic flux tube with axial mass flow v0 surrounded by plasma
embedded in a homogeneous magnetic field(

Ω2 − ω2
Ai

)
Fm(κia)− 2mAωAi/

√
µρi

(Ω2 − ω2
Ai)

2 − 4A2ω2
Ai/µρi

=
Pm(kza)

ρe
ρi

(ω2 − ω2
Ae) +A2Pm(kza)/µρi

, (24)

where, recall, Ω = ω − k · v0 is the Doppler-shifted wave frequency in the
moving flux tube, and

Fm(κia) =
κiaI

′
m(κia)

Im(κia)
and Pm(kza) =

kzaK
′
m(kza)

Km(kza)
.

A derivation of Eq. (24) starting from the basic equations of ideal magnetohy-
drodynamics the reader can see in Zhelyazkov and Zaqarashvili [62].
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3 Numerical Calculations and Results

The main goal of our study is to determine under which conditions the MHD
waves propagating along the moving flux tube can become unstable. To con-
duct this investigation, it is necessary to assume that the wave frequency ω is a
complex quantity, that is, ω → Re(ω) + i Im(ω), where Im(ω) is the instability
growth rate, while the longitudinal wave number kz is a real variable in the wave
dispersion relation. The occurrence of the expected KH instability is determined
primarily by the jet velocity and in searching for a critical or threshold value of
it, we will gradually change velocity magnitude from zero to that critical value
(and beyond). Thus, we have to solve dispersion relations in complex variables,
obtaining the real and imaginary parts of the wave frequency, or as is commonly
accepted, of the wave phase velocity vph = ω/kz , as functions of kz at various
values of the velocity shear between the mottle and its environment, v0. Before
starting the numerical task, we have to normalize all variables and to specify
the input parameters. The wave phase velocity, vph, and the other speeds are
normalized to the Alfvén speed inside the jet, vAi, which is calculated using the
axial magnetic fields (Bi for untwisted flux tube and Biz for a twisted one). The
wavelength, λ = 2π/kz , is normalized to the tube radius, a, that is equivalent
to introducing a dimensionless wavenumber kza. For normalizing the Alfvén
frequency in the environment, ωAe, except the density contrast η and the tube
radius a, we have to additionally specify the ratio of the axial magnetic field
components in both media, b = Be/Bi. For our mottle and its environment that
ratio is equal to 0.706. In the dimensionless analysis the flow speed, v0, will be
presented by the Alfvén Mach number MA = v0/vAi.

We first begin with the numerical solving Eq. (13) for the kink, m = 1, mode
propagating in an untwisted moving flux tube. Except of the two input param-
eters η = 0.0714 and b = 0.706, in the case of compressible plasmas in both
media, we need also the reduced plasma betas, β̃i,e = csi,e/vAi,e, equal to 0.1521
and 1.1437, respectively. The threshold Alfvén Mach number at which the kink
mode becomes unstable is equal to MA = 3.79 and the marginal dispersion and
dimensionless growth rate curves are shown in Figure 2 in red color. There one
can see three additional set of curves illustrating the changes in the normalized
wave phase velocity and the growth rate with increasing MA. The critical flow
velocity for the onset of a KH instability, vcr0 = 3.79 × 33 = 125 km s−1, is,
however, far beyond jets’s speeds accessible for dark mottles/spicules in solar
atmosphere. In the case of a weakly twisted flux tube (with twist parameter
ε = 0.025) the threshold Alfvén Mach number is equal to 5.38417 that implies
a much higher critical jet’s velocity of ∼=177 km s−1. We note that this require-
ment applies for a KH instability occurring in the longitudinal direction (subject
to longitudinal shear flow) and it is less strict and far more plausible for that
occurring in the transverse direction (subject to transverse shear flow). There-
fore, in our case of longitudinal shear flow the only possible way for emerging
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Figure 2. (Top panel) Dispersion curves of unstable kink (m = 1) MHD mode for
four values of the Alfvén Mach number MA = 3.79, 3.795, 3.8, and 3.805. (Bottom
panel) The normalized growth rates for the same values of MA. Red curves in both plots
correspond to the onset of a KH instability.

a KH instability in mottles is the excitation of higher MHD harmonics that can
become unstable at sub-Alfvénic flow velocities in twisted tubes (Zaqarashvili
et al. [63]).

Numerical solutions to Eq. (24) for positive azimuthal mode numbers m =
2, 3, 4 yield (with ε = 0.025) threshold Alfvén Mach numbers not very different
to the aforementioned MA for the kink (m = 1) mode, that is, the instability’s
occurrence requires very high flow speeds inaccessible for small-scale chromo-
spheric jets like mottles and spicules. The situation, however, distinctly changes
when we perform the calculations for negative values of the mode number m.

For the fluting-like m = −2 mode we obtain three instability windows (see Fig-
ure 3) on the kza-axis whose position and width depends upon the magnetic field
twist parameter ε. One observes that at various dimensionless wavenumbers,
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Figure 3. (Top panel) Growth rates of the unstable m = −2 MHD mode propagating on
twisted incompressible jets with ε = 0.075, 0.15, and 0.3 at the corresponding threshold
MA numbers. The growth rate of the unstable m = −2 harmonic at λKH = 2.5 Mm
(kza = 0.9425) is γKH = 0.025 s−1. (Bottom panel) Marginal dispersion curves of the
unstable m = −2 MHD mode for the critical MA numbers as functions of the magnetic
field twist parameter ε. At kza = 0.9425 the critical jet velocity is vcr0 = 26.0 km s−1.

kza, we can have different mode growth rates depending on in which window
the chosen kza lies. If we take the mottle’s width ∆` to be equal to 750 km, the
instability wavelength, that corresponds to a given kza is λKH = π∆`/kza. It
is clear that for very small normalized wavenumbers that wavelength would be
much longer than the mottle’s height. We assume that a λKH = 2.5 Mm is a
realistic choice and this wavelength is ‘presented’ in Figure 3 by kza = 0.9425.
At this position the vertical purple line cuts off a normalized growth rate
Im(vph/vAi) = 0.3151 that yields a mode growth rate γKH = 0.025 s−1 (see
the top panel in Figure 3). The critical jet’s velocity for the instability onset is
vcr0 = 26.0 km s−1 (see the bottom panel in the same figure). The critical veloc-
ities in the first and the second windows are equal correspondingly to 31 km s−1

and 28.7 km s−1.
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Figure 4. (Top panel) Similar as Figure 3 but for the case m = −3. The growth rate of
the unstable m = −3 harmonic at λKH = 2.5 Mm (kza = 0.9425) is γKH = 0.013 s−1

whereas at λKH
∼= 1.7 Mm (kza = 1.3952) is γKH = 0.019 s−1. The maximal growth

rate γmax
KH = 0.024 s−1 occurs at λKH

∼= 2.1 Mm (kza = 1.125). (Bottom panel)
Marginal dispersion curves of the unstable m = −3 MHD mode for the threshold MA

numbers as functions of the magnetic field twist parameter ε. For all unstable wavelengths
the critical jet velocity is vcr0 = 23.5 km s−1.

Next two Figures 4 and 5 show the results for the m = −3 and m = −4
MHD modes. The first observation, comparing Figures 3, 4, and 5, is that with
increasing the modulus of the MHD harmonic, the range of wave propagation
(for a set of three magnetic filed twist parameters equal to 0.075, 0.15, and 0.3)
becomes wider. On the other hand, the instability windows do not recover all
dimensionless wavenumber’s values – there appear gaps between the windows.
This is well-pronounced for the m = −4 MHD mode. Those gaps in Figures 4
and 5 can be filled in by performing the calculation for some other values of the
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Figure 5. (Top panel) Growth rates of the unstable m = −4 MHD mode propagating
on twisted incompressible jets with ε = 0.075, 0.15, 0.2, and 0.3 at the corresponding
threshold MA numbers. The growth rate of the unstable m = −4 harmonic at λKH =
2.5 Mm (in the ε = 0.2 instability window) is γKH = 0.0165 s−1, whereas at λKH =
2.1 Mm in the same window it is γKH = 0.0135 s−1. The growth rates at λKH = 1.9 Mm
(kza = 1.2563) and 1.4 Mm (kza = 1.6866) in the the forth window (ε = 0.3) are equal
correspondingly to 0.015 and 0.020 s−1. (Bottom panel) Marginal dispersion curves of
the unstable m = −4 MHD mode for the threshold MA numbers as functions of the
magnetic field twist parameter ε. The critical jet velocities in the third and forth instability
windows are equal to 23.6 and 22.1 km s−1, respectively.

magnetic field twist parameter, ε, say with ε = 0.2 for the m = −4 harmonic
(thin orange curves in Figure 5). The second observation is that with increasing
the modulus of the MHD mode the maximal values of the normalized phase
velocity growth rate decrease. Common in all cases is the circumstance that one
can really have unstable MHD harmonics (with reasonable wavelengths) only in
the third window for ε = 0.3. Especially for the m = −4 MHD mode one could
also have reliable unstable wavelengths λKH = 2.5 Mm and 2.1 Mm at ε = 0.2.
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Let us now give some numbers for critical velocities, unstable wavelengths and
corresponding mode growth rates of the m = −3 and m = −4 MHD modes.
For the m = −3 harmonic (see Figure 4), the critical jet velocities for emer-
gence of a KH instability correspondingly are 27, 25.1, and 23.8 km s−1 as the
lowest value is obtained in the third instability window with ε = 0.3. If we pick
out a kza = 0.9425, that is, an unstable λKH = 2.5 Mm, the corresponding
dimensionless wave phase velocity growth rate is equal to 0.1633 which im-
plies a mode growth rate γKH = 0.013 s−1. Note that the same normalized
growth rate of 0.1633 we have at kza = 1.3952, that is, at λKH = 1.7 Mm,
but the corresponding mode growth rate is higher that the previous one, namely
being equal to γKH = 0.019 s−1. The explanation of that difference is very
simple: the nominator of the converting formula of going from dimensionless
to actual growth rates contains the kza-value as a multiplier – that is why the
growth rate corresponding to the shorter wavelength is greater than that asso-
ciated with the longer wavelength. It is curious to see how big is the growth
rate for Im(vph/vAi)max = 0.2582 in the third window: this maximum oc-
curs at kza = 1.125, that is, for λKH = 2.1 Mm and the corresponding mode
growth rate is γKH = 0.025 s−1. The critical flow velocity for occurring of
these unstable m = −3 MHD modes (see the bottom panel in Figure 4) is
vcr0 = 23.6 km s−1.

With exciting the m = −4 harmonic, the picture becomes more intriguing:
first, one can have relatively shorter unstable wavelengths as well as lower crit-
ical flow velocities, and second, if we want to know how big is the growth
rate at λKH = 2.5 Mm (kza = 0.9425) we must fill the gap between the
second (green) window and the third (blue) one by computing for some inter-
mediate value of the magnetic field twist parameter: ε = 0.2 accommodates
almost perfectly kza = 0.9425 (see the thin orange curve in the top panel of
Figure 5): the vertical purple line cuts across the orange curve very close to
its maximum – Im(vph/vAi) = 0.2032 that yields γKH = 0.0165 s−1. Note
that in the same instability window we can find out the growth rate associated
with λKH = 2.1 Mm – its value calculated from Im(vph/vAi) = 0.1393 is
γKH = 0.0135 s−1. In the now forth (blue) window, as in the previous case of
m = −3, for Im(vph/vAi) = 0.1393 we can have two unstable wavelengths
of 1.9 Mm (at kza = 1.2563) and 1.4 Mm (at kza = 1.6866) with mode
growth rates equal to 0.015 and 0.020 s−1, respectively. The highest dimen-
sionless growth rate in that window is Im(vph/vAi)max = 0.2041 that yields
γKH = 0.025 s−1 at λKH

∼= 1.6 Mm. The critical jet’s velocities, in descending
order, are equal to 26.4, 25.2, 23.6, and 22.1 km s−1. The critical velocities of
the discussed in the orange and blue instability windows wavelengths are equal
correspondingly to 23.6 and 22.1 km s−1 (see the bottom panel in Figure 5).
All these examples illustrate the flexibility of our approach in studying the KH
instability of higher MHD modes in chromospheric/TR jets.
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4 Discussion and Conclusion

In this paper, we have studied the condition under which MHD modes traveling
on cool solar dark mottles can become unstable against the Kelvin–Helmholtz
instability. Our model for a dark mottle is a vertically moving untwisted or
twisted magnetic cylindrical flux tube that is surrounded by plasma embedded in
homogeneous magnetic field. In the second case, the twist of internal magnetic
field is characterized by the ratio of azimuthal magnetic field component at the
inner surface of the tube to its longitudinal component, ε. In that case, the tube
becomes unstable to the kink instability when ε > 2 (Zaqarashvili et al. [64]).
The sausage (pinch) instability needs even higher values. In this paper, we only
consider the weak azimuthal magnetic field limit taking ε � 1, therefore the
configuration is stable for the magnetic instabilities.

Our computations show that the kink (m = 1) MHD mode propagating on a
moving untwisted flux tube can become unstable if the jet’s speed is higher than
125 km s−1. When the moving tube is considered to be twisted (with ε = 0.025),
the critical velocity for an instability onset is even higher – then it is equal to
∼=177 km s−1. Both velocities are inaccessible for dark mottles or spicules in
the solar atmosphere. Hence, the transverse waves detected in dark mottles by
Kuridze et al. [33] were stable against a KH instability. The authors used the
formula for the kink speed (14) to compare with measured phase velocities of
the kink mode. We note that used by them expression of ck (Eq. (2) in [33])
is applicable only in the case of an isolated flux tube (Be = 0). Generally that
speed is higher than the Alfvén speed inside the tube, vAi, that is easy to see by
presenting formula (14) in the form

ck =

(
1 +B2

e/B
2
i

1 + ρe/ρi

)1/2

vAi =

(
1 + b2

1 + η

)1/2

vAi.

In particular, for our dark mottle, modeled as an untwisted magnetic flux tube,
the kink speed is equal to ∼=39 km s−1 or in normalized form, ck/vAi =
1.182613. The computations yield 1.182590. It is important to note that this
expression of the kink speed is valid only in the case of static plasmas. When we
have a flowing flux tube, the flow shifts upwards the kink-speed dispersion curve
and also splits it into two separate curves, which for small Alfvén Mach numbers
travel with normalized velocities MA ∓ ck/vAi (Zhelyazkov [59]). This implies
that one should be very cautious when uses expression (14) for evaluating the
actual phase velocity of the kink mode in dark mottles or spicules. The evolution
of the pair of kink waves with increasing the flow speed/Alfvén Mach number
essentially depends on the jet’s and its environment’s parameters (see the discus-
sion in Zhelyazkov [59]). At the KH instability onset that kink mode normalized
phase velocity is markedly larger than the kink speed in static plasma; for ex-
ample in our case (see the top panel in Figure 2), in long wavelength limit, its
magnitude is equal to 2.826711 or equivalently to ∼=93 km s−1.
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In their second article on transverse waves in solar mottles, Kuridze et al. [36], in
addition, used the tools of so called solar magnetoseismology (see, e.g., Verth et
al. [65], De Moortel and Nakariakov [66] and the references therein) to infer esti-
mates of local plasma parameters that are otherwise difficult to measure directly.
These seismological tools rely on accurate identification of MHD wave-modes
and their properties. In their article, the authors succeeded in obtaining the flow
velocity in mottles – their estimation yields ≈11 km s−1 only, once again con-
firming that it is unbelievable to detect a KH instability of the kink mode in
small-scale chromospheric jets like mottles and spicules. The solar magneto-
seismology temperature diagnostic suggested that the particular dark mottle an-
alyzed by Kuridze et al. [36] was at the lower end of previous temperature range
estimates of 7100–13 000 K by Tsiropoula et al. [67].

Our computations have shown that the only possible way to emerge a KH in-
stability of MHD waves in solar dark mottles is to excite high harmonics with
negative azimuthal mode numbers m. This can happen if the magnetic field in
the moving flux tube is weakly twisted (magnetic field twist parameter ε � 1).
For each mode number m = −2,−3,−4 one can obtain instability windows on
the kza-axis of the dispersion curve/growth rate plots whose (windows’s) posi-
tion and width depend upon the value of ε. A specific feature of the dispersion
curve of unstable MHD modes is that their normalized phase velocities coincide
with the threshold Alfvén Mach numbers, that is the actual mode phase velocity
equals the critical flow speed for rising the KH instability. Therefore, unstable
perturbations are frozen in the flow, and consequently, they are vortices rather
than waves. This is firmly based on physics because the KH instability in hy-
drodynamics deals with unstable vortices. All threshold Alfvén Mach numbers
found in this paper yield acceptable critical speeds of the mottles that ensure the
occurrence of a KH instability – these speeds lie in the region of 21–31 km s−1

and are accessible for chromospheric dark mottles. The obtained mode growth
rates between 0.013 and 0.025 s−1 generally depend on the unstable wavelength
(λKH in our notation), that is, on its position on the kza-axis. Bearing in mind
that the length/heights of dark mottles are relatively short (only a few thousands
kilometers), we searched for KH instabilities of MHD modes with wavelengths
in the interval of 1400–2500 km and have obtained mode growth rates of several
dozens inverse milliseconds. It is interesting to note that the found mode growth
rates of 0.025 s−1 (for ε = 0.3 at λKH = 2.5 Mm for them = −2 harmonic and
at λKH = 1.6 Mm for them = −4 harmonic) are of the same order as the growth
rates of the m = −3 MHD mode in high-temperature solar surges (Zhelyazkov
et al. [68]). We note that our approach of exploring the KH instability in so-
lar jets is rather flexible; for instant, if given excited unstable MHD mode falls
over a kza-position on our plots that is outside a computed instability window,
we can, by changing the magnetic field twist parameter, to accommodate that
kza-position on another instability window. This was demonstrated in searching
the KH instability of the m = −4 harmonic at λKH = 2.5 Mm (see the top
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panel in Figure 5 and the corresponding discussion). If we have observational
data such as jet’s width, critical flow velocity and instability wavelength, there is
no problem to compute the mode growth rate and if necessary one can tune the
procedure to reach a very good agreement between computed growth rate and
that deduced from observations – that possibility was used in modeling the KH
instability in coronal mass ejecta in the lower corona (Zhelyazkov et al. [69]).
The chromospheric dark mottle is a small-scale jet as compared to EUV and X-
ray jets or coronal mass ejections, however, the KH instability emergence in a
collective of few dozens thousands mottles can yield by triggering wave turbu-
lence a modest but nevertheless noticeable contribution to coronal heating or to
bringing forth the solar wind.
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